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Thanks for downloading my information pack and taking your first step to virtual 
freedom. 

With my help you can discover just how easily you and your business can start 
benefitting from the services of a professional virtual assistant. 

 
What is a Virtual Assistant? 
In a nutshell, it’s someone who can help give you back your time. Time that you can use 
to focus on the jobs that ultimately bring money in the door and grow your business as a 
result. 
 
By removing all of the mundane, yet time consuming tasks that you inevitably have to do 
but don’t necessarily enjoy doing, a virtual assistant can be exponentially beneficial to 
your business. 
 
 
About Jo Harrison 
I’ve always had a meticulous eye for detail and my 
passion for the internet and all the opportunities it 
provides meant that becoming a virtual assistant was 
an easy choice for me.  
 
Having been given the freedom to create my own 
individual ways of working while employed at a non-
profit organisation, my future was well and truly 
shaped. 
 
It was while I was working at a higher education establishment, however, that the 
opportunity to take voluntary redundancy arose. Obviously, this wasn’t a decision that I 
took lightly, but the thought of running my own VA business and supporting other 
individuals with their business dreams carried too much appeal.   
 
Today, my team and I provide effective, efficient and dynamic administrative support to 
businesses across the globe. From Australia to the UK and from the United States to 
France – which is where I’m happily based. 
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What you can expect from Jo Harrison? 
Ø Complete confidentiality at all times 
Ø Total business management support 
Ø A unique and tailored approach to suit your individual needs 
Ø Honest advice and feedback 
Ø Exceptional service all the time 
Ø Value added services that deliver results 

 
What does Jo Harrison expect from their clients? 

Ø Polite and courteous 
Ø Clear lines of communication 
Ø Respect of business hours and boundaries 
Ø Realistic deadlines 
Ø Punctual payment 

 
Services 
 
Virtual Assistance 

ü Project management 
ü Business support 
ü Lifestyle management 
ü PA services (general admin) 

 
Social Media 

ü Uniform social media profile creation 
ü On-going management of said profiles 
ü Customer interaction monitoring 
ü Blog integration 
ü Real-time responses 
ü A fully-maintained professional yet approachable presence 

 
WordPress 

ü Website design – including content if necessary 
ü On-going maintenance – framework updates, plugin updates & back-ups  
ü Bespoke blog posts 

 
This list of services is not exhaustive. If you have a job that’s not listed above, please contact me for an 
informal discussion about your requirements. 
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Who do you work with? 
Ø Individuals and Small Businesses 
Ø Healthcare Professionals 
Ø Marketing Professionals 
Ø Writers and Authors  

 
However, I work with any individuals and businesses that crave the opportunity to focus 
on their primary moneymaking activities. 
 
I believe in partnering with clients and striving to help their businesses succeed. I do this 
by building relationships with clients, suppliers and associates, and by representing every 
party in a professional manner. 
 
How do you communicate/complete work? 
I pride myself in being fully contactable and affording the most efficient service through 
the variety of online collaboration tools I use. 
 
You can communicate with me via: 

• Email, telephone and post, to send and receive information 
• Regular review meetings via email/telephone or face-to-face (for local clients 

only or via Skype) 
 
Every single task that I undertake for your business is tracked in task management 
software to ensure that all your jobs get the full attention they deserve. 
 
What are the benefits to using me? 
I can remove all of the stress that is associated with your day-to-day tasks. The stuff that 
you know you need to do but really don’t enjoy doing. The jobs that keep your business 
ticking but don’t necessarily bring cash in the door.  
 
I bring to the table a huge amount of experience and am in a position to assist businesses 
all over the globe. Moreover, you only pay for the time you use, so there’s no need to 
worry about wasted hours. 
 
It may be the case that you’ve had a bad experience with virtual assistants in the past. 
Some promise the earth yet fail to deliver when you need it the most. Don’t be blinkered 
by price as your business deserves the best. Opt for punctuality, professionalism and 
meticulous project delivery. Opt for me, Jo Harrison. 
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How do I charge? 
 
Pay As You Go (PAYG) 
My hourly rate is €34 per hour. 
 
Retainer Packages 
This covers all services listed under general virtual assistance and is purchased in advance 
each month for continued, regular support. 
 
You will get a set number of hours per month to spend as you see fit. 
 
10 hours per month – package price €320 (saving €20) 
20 hours per month – package price €640 (saving €40) 
30 hours per month – package price €960 (saving €60) 
 
A package of hours can be bought as a one-off but the hours must be used within 3 
months, any unused hours will not be refunded. 
 
Additional items such as stationary, postage, packing, travel will be invoiced separately. I 
have a package that allows me to make free calls to various countries, where possible I 
will try and make calls via Skype, if not these will also be invoiced separately. 
 
WordPress Website Design & On-going Maintenance 
 
Design 
WordPress website designed using a premium theme of your choice, up to 5 pages 
(content to be supplied by you) 
 
From €500 (content can be provided, please ask for a quote) 
 
Maintenance 

• WP/Theme/Plugin Updates (when necessary) 
• Monthly Back-up 
• Email support (up to 30 mins per month) 

 
From €35 per month 
 

*Please note: payment of retainer packages made via PayPal can not be discounted.  
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How do I find out more? 
If you’re ready to save time, money and ultimately accomplish more, then contact me 
today to find out how you and your business can reap the benefits of hiring a virtual 
assistant. 

You don’t have to limit your choices to just virtual assistants in the UK. The time 
difference here in France is just one hour ahead of the UK and modern technology 
means that I am easily contactable and you can get in touch with me via any of the 
following: 

 
Tel: 01227 392750 (UK) 
 
Email: hello@joharrison.rocks 
 
Website: http://joharrison.rocks 
 

Book a Call: http://joharrison.youcanbook.me  


